INTRODUCTION
Most experiments performed in space have been of the exploratory type rather than the active cause and effects methods typical of laboratory experiments. In this paper we report the interpretation of results of an active space experiment in order to test theoretical models for the development of a certain plasma instability and to determine whether natural plasma processes could be better understood based upon these experimental and theoretical studies. The experiment was part of a measurement program conducted for the Defense Nuclear Agency called Stress (Satellite Transmission Effects Simulation), which had a primary objective of defining and characterizing the effects on satellite radio wave propagation through striated regions. Three large barium plasma clouds were deployed on three separate occasions to produce the striated regions. Our experiment required waiting sufficiently long for the development of striations to occur and firing instrumented sounding rockets through the structured clouds. In this way the fully developed nonlinear state of the plasma instability responsible for these structures could be studied.
The plasma instability generally accepted as the source for barium cloud striations in the mid-latitude ionosphere is the E x B instability, first discussed by Martyn [1959] . The linear theory was developed by Simon [1963] for laboratory plasmas and adapted by Linson and Workman [1970] for ionospheric applications to barium clouds and tested in a computer simulation by Zabusky et al. [1973] . The linear process can be understood after a brief description of the initial development of a large barium cloud. Such clouds are a significant perturbation upon the ionospheric electrical circuit and polarize in such a way as to maintain divergence-free currents in the combined ionosphere/plasma cloud system. Since the cloud is a high-conductivity region, the internal electric field is smaller than the ambient (see the experimental results by Schutz et al., [1973] ), and hence the plasma cloud drift velocity will be smallest at the center of the cloud. Material at the 'backside' of the cloud will thus catch up to the center, while material in the Copyright ¸ 1979 by the American Geophysical Union.
'frontside' (the direction of the E x B/B 2 velocity, as measured in the frame of reference of the neutral wind) will move away from the central region. The backside will thus become very dense and develop a steep gradient in plasma density. It is this steep gradient which is unstable to the development of electrostatic waves.
As discussed by Linson and Workman [1970] , the growth rate 'y is a function of wavelength but is usually normalized to % = E'/BL s -•, where L is the density gradient in the cloud and E' is the electric field in the neutral frame (E + V,• x B). For typical values of E'/B equal to 100 m/s and L equal to 4 km, % = 2.5 X 10 -2 s. Since the earliest striation measurements made in this rocket series were at 42 min after barium release, time was available for more than 50 e folds (e '•t) of any initial perturbations. Thus the clouds were clearly into the fully nonlinear regime, and comparison with linear theory is relevant only to the question of where the striations should first develop and not to their final amplitude or their distribution of amplitude with respect to wavelength (spectrum). In fact, it is very clear that linear theory is deceiving in this regard, since it predicts that the shortest wavelengths grow the fastest [Linson and Workman, 1970] , whereas the observations discussed below and the nonlinear theoretical development by show that the final state has more intensity at the longest wavelengths. A one-dimensional cloud was used in that theoretical study, but the coupling to the E region was included, which makes it the most realistic simulation performed to date. We stress their results in our comparison between theory and experiment.
The next section presents a discussion of the data presentation. This is followed by a comparison with the nonlinear computational results. The results are then applied to the naturally occurring phenomenon of equatorial spread F. The characterization of the structured region is different for the two events. These striated regions are the subject of our present study.
To facilitate the analysis of the fine-scale electron density variations the FM analog telemetry channels were digitized at a rate of 10,000 samples per second. The time series of data were then detrended by fitting a third-order polynomial to the enhanced plasma region and dividing each data point by the value of the curve at that time. This generated a relative density data set (6n/n) which was then Fourier analyzed and the power spectra plotted. In the next section we interpret these spectra as being due to spatial variations in plasma density along the rocket trajectory. The results from rocket 51-5 are emphasized, owing to the longer time series of data available.
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND THEORY
The time domain analysis discussed above is not the best representation of the data, since the rocket velocity was great compared with the phase velocity of the waves associated with the E x B instability [Linson and Workman, 1970] . Also, the unstable waves have k. B = 0. Accordingly, we have converted the temporal data into spatial variations using the components of the rocket velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field, V•. The set of relative density values from flight 51-5, as determined from the detrending technique described above, is plotted in Figure 3 The difference between these two descriptions is illustrated in Figure 5 . In the upper plot the detrended data from probe 51-5 is plotted as was done previously in Figure 3 . The time series of data was then Fourier analyzed and one complex amplitude and phase determined for each of the discrete frequencies. Then an arbitrary phase angle was added to each of these complex numbers by using a table of random numbers, and the data were transformed back into the time domain and plotted in the figure. The upper plot corresponds to no change in the phase angle, and hence it returns to the original data sample. The two other plots are from different random sets of phase angles. Since the phase angle does not affect the power spectrum, which is the absolute value of each of the complex numbers referred to above, the power spectrum of these three data streams is absolutely identical and, in fact, has already been plotted in Figure 4 . We contend that the two lower plots are physically different from the true data and conform to the concept of a 'power law' irregularity spectrum as found in complicate the theory, since it is readily accessible to experimental study and since it causes quite remarkable intense scintillation problems extending even into the gigahertz frequency range. Reviews of the rapidly changing status of equatorial scintillation and spread F theory have been published by Kelley [1977, 1979] .
The connection between late time striation of barium clouds and equatorial spread F is indicated in Figure 6 , showing probe data obtained on a NASA rocket flight from Natal, Brazil. (To convert from seconds to kilometers, multiply by 2.) The rocket probes detected intense irregularities on the bottomside of the equatorial F region [Costa and Kelley, 1978] which had structure very similar in appearance to the barium cloud data. In addition, both sets of' data have nearly identical power spectra not only in spectral form but absolute value. This is shown in Figure 4 , where the spread F spectrum is plotted as the crosses. The spread F spectral index was -2.06 + 0.1 in the range 1.91 km -• < k < 244 km -• and -2.29 + 0.1 in the range 3.82 km -• < k < 244 km -•. As was mentioned above, the actual index is quite sensitive to the wave number range chosen.
The equatorial data were obtained below the peak in electron density which occurs at a relatively high altitude near the magnetic equator (•400 km). This is the region where the spread F disturbances originate and are first detected by ionosondes and backscatter radars. A remarkable feature of equatorial spread F, however, is that the structures are not confined to the bottomside but burrow through into the dense topside region where g x B current continues to flow, unlike Pedersen currents which require collisions, and hence can still supply charge to the edges of the bubbles causing the internal electric field to grow. Ion inertia may also be important at high altitudes [Ossakow and Chaturvedi, 1978] .
Thus it seems that on the topside a gravitationally driven process is necessary. This success of gravitational theories on the topside, however, should not preclude other possibilities at low altitudes. We contend here that the same E x B instability process which causes late time striation in barium clouds contributes to the bottomside instability just after sunset and for a class of equatorial spread F which occurs during geomagnetically active periods. At other times the gravitational process continues to operate and will cause growths of irregularities independent of, or initiated by, the E x B process. Similar arguments have recently been advanced by Ossakow and Chaturvedi [1978] and Anderson and Haerendel [1979] .
The geophysical conditions under which the E x B instability should enhance the growth rate of bottomside equatorial spread F are those when there is a strong uplift of the F region plasma. The key times alluded to above are both illustrated in Figure 7 , reproduced from Fejer et al. [1976] . In this graph the vertical drift velocity of the F region ionosphere over Jicamarca Peru is plotted along with an indication of times when equatorial spread F occurred (cross-hatched areas) on several days. The pattern of vertical drift on August 12-13, 1968, is typical of the equatorial region. During the day the ionosphere drifts upward slowly. Near sunset there is often an enhanced upward velocity, seen this day at 1830 LT, which is followed by a reversal to downward drift, which lasts all night. Farley et al. [1970] have pointed out that initiation of equatorial spread F often is correlated with this uplift in plasma. They rejected the Ex B instability as the primary process [Reid, 1968] , since once the ionosphere begins to move downward this process has a stabilizing influence.
We argue here that this electric field and its enhancement In order to compare the relative importance of the collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability with the E x B instability we have plotted the linear growth rates of these two processes in Figure 8 for the same conditions using the results in (2) of Hudson and Kennel [1975] for the former and Linson and Workman [1970] for the latter. In making these plots we have chosen sunspot maximum conditions [Johnson, 1960] 
